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/-symmetric canonical models 
ARTHUR LUBIN 
On a Hilbert space K to be specified below, we consider a bounded operator J 
such that J—J*=J~1. This implies there exist two orthogonal projections P+ 
and P_ for which I=P++P_, J=P+— P _ , and P+P-= 0. Hence, we can write 
K=K+G)K_, where K±=P±K={x£K\Jx=±x}. A bounded operator A is called 
./-symmetric iff A—J A *J. These operators have been widely studied and [3,4] give 
references to the literature. Recently, P. A . FUHRMANN [ 2 ] characterized the /-sym-
metric restricted shifts Ty acting on (cpH2)1, where <p is a scalar inner function, as 
those generated by cp having real Taylor coefficients. In this note, we extend Fuhr-
mann's results to a more general class of operators which have applications in linear 
systems theory. 
Let C and C* be separable Hilbert spaces and let L2(C), L 2 ( C J , H2(C), and: 
H2(Cdenote the standard vector-valued Lebesgue and Hardy spaces defined on 
the unit circle. (See [6] for a general reference.) We use "t" to denote the argument of 
a function defined on the unit circle, and for analytic functions (vector or operator 
valued), we freely identify h(t) on the circle with h(z), its extension to the disc. Let cp-
denote a fixed purely contractive analytic operator-valued function from C to ,. 
i.e. <p(z): C - C ; with | |p(z) | |3 l , <p(z)c<iH2(CJ for all c£C, and ||<p(0)c||<||c|| for all 
c(EC, c^O. Let d ( 0 = ( / - < p W X 0 ) 1 / 2 and let H=H2(CJ@AL2(C). Then M= 
={(<p00/(z), A{t)f(t))\f£H2(C)Y) is invariant under U+, the unilateral shift on H 
defined by U+ ( / , g)=(zf, e"g), so K=HQM is invariant under £/* . Let P denote the 
projection of H onto K, and let T be the compression of U+ onto K; thus, T ( f , g) = 
=P(zf, ei'g)ior{f, g)£K. In this context, AT is called the Sz.-Nagy—Foiaj space gener-
ated by (p, and T is called a canonical model. The Sz.-Nagy—Foia? model theorem 
states that any completely non-unitary contraction S is unitarily equivalent to the 
canonical model on the space generated by a contractive operator-valued analytic 
function which coincides with the characteristic function of S [6, Chapter VI].. 
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(<Pi(z) and (p2(z) coincide iff <p1(z)=A(p2(z)B for some constant unitary A and B; 
characteristic functions are necessarily purely contractive [6, p. 239].) Note that if cp 
is inner,2) i.e. (p(t) is unitary a.e., then A(t)=0 a.e. so H=H*(C>t)Q(pH2(C), 
and if dim C=dim C+ = 1, then (p(z) is a scalar-valued function acting by multipli-
cation, so restricted shifts are special cases of canonical models. 
Given (p, define cp(z)—(p(z)*, an analytic purely contractive function map-
ping to C. Note that cp is inner iff Cp is inner. Analogously to above, let 
A(t) = (l-cp{tf<p(t)f\ ff=H*(C)®AL*(CJ, K=HQ{(q>f,Af)\f£H\CJ}, and 
T ( f , g)=P(zf, e"g) for ( / , g)d K, where P projects H onto K. We define x on K by 
(1) <f,g) = e-il((p(-tm-t)+A(-tM-t), A(t)f(-t)-cp(-t)g(-t))), 
•one can show that T is a unitary map of K onto K for which Tx—xT*, and R _ 1 = . 
—t* = t mapping K onto K is defined by a formula analogous to (1) for Cp in place 
of (p [1]. Thus, if <p = (p, then x is a /-operator on K and T is /-symmetric. We 
see below that for scalar functions, cp = (p is also necessary for T to be /-symmetric, 
provided we normalize (p by requiring its first non-vanishing Taylor coefficient to 
be positive. We get similar results in the vector case. 
Before proceeding to the main theorem, we establish two lemmas. The first 
relies on the following theorem of B. SZ.-NAGY and C . FOIA§. 
Theorem, (i) (The lifting theorem, [6, II. 2]). Let Tt be the canonical model on 
KiCZHt, i= 1, 2. If V: Kx-K2 such that VTX = T2V (i.e. V intertwines Tx and T2), 
then V=PY\KX for some Y: Hx-H2 such that U+ Y=YU+ , PYM=0, and ||r|| = 
= \\V\\-
(ii) [7, p. 235] The map Y above has the form 
(Y(f,g))(t) = Y(t) 
m 
git) J where Y(t) = 
A(t) 0 
B{t) C(t)\ 
for some bounded analytic A (t): C^ — and bounded measurable B(t): C* A2(t)C2, 
C(t): A1(t)C1-~A2(t)C2(t) such that = and B(t)(p1(t) + C(t)Ax(t) = 
= A2(t)Aif(t) a.e., for some bounded analytic A^(t): C1-<-C2. 
L e m m a 1. V: K1-*K2 intertwining Tx and T2 is unitary if and only if 
V= for some unitary maps a: C*, — C+2, "jS: Cx — C2 such that 
V-Viit) = (PziOP and a*(p2(t) = (pxit)P* a.e. 
P r o o f . We have V=PY with Y as in the previous theorem, but since ||y|| = 1 
[ j ft)* Bit)* 1 Q (7(0*1 ' 
a) 'Inner from both sides' in the sense of [6], p. 190. 
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which implies B(t) = 0 and A(t) = a is constant a:e. Clearly, a: C ^ —C*2 is unitary 
and C(t): Aj(t)L2(Cx)A 2(t)L2(C2) is unitary a.e., and by the theorem applied to Y 
and Y*, we have 
«^(0 = (p2P(t) ct*(p2(t) = ( p ^ y i t ) 
(2) and a.e., 
C ( 0 ^ i ( 0 = A2(t)P(t) C(t)*A2(t) = A ^ y i t ) 
for some analytic P(t), y(t). Using (2), we have 
and 
AM = ( I - ^ t f c p A t ) ) = ( ¿ i ( 0 C ( 0 * ) ( C ( 0 ^ i ( 0 ) = P*{t)A\(i)p(i), 
so P(t)*P(t)=I a.e. Similarly we see P(t)y(t)=I a.e. and hence y(t)=P(t)~1 = P(t)* 
a.e. is analytic so P(t)=P is constant a.e. Since P=y*, (2) yields 
which implies that C(t)A1(t)=A2(t)C(t) a.e. since A, is a positive contraction. 
Consequently, fiC(t)*=I on J 2L 2(C 2) , so C(t)=P a.e. The converse follows immedia-
tely. Note that if (p is a scalar function, then a=p is a complex number of modulus 
one and V is multiplication, by a scalar. 
L e m m a 2. For | w | < l , y£C, define 
_ {l-<p(z)cp(wy „ A(t)<p(Wy 
a™<*-{ 1 — zw ' 1 —elt~ 
and 
_ ['(p(z)-<p(w)^ A (?) 
y> e " - w y 
Then dwx and Dw y are in K and 
(i) dWt x = P(x/(1 - zw), 0) and DWt y = P(q> (,t)y/(e" - w), A ( i t ) y № - w). 
(ii) if we define dw<y and Dw x analogously for <p, then 
tdW: x = Dwx and tDwy = dwy. 
(iii) For F = ( f , g)£K and (r1F) the first coordinate of T F, (F, dwx)K = ( f ( w ) , x)c, 
and (F, i>w,y)K=((T1F)(H'), y)c. 
(iv) The linear span of {dWiX + DWty\\w\-<\, J>€C} is dense in K. 
P r o o f . These all follow from straightforward computations and are found in 
[1]. The duality in (ii) is helpful for showing (iii) and (iv). 
T h e o r e m 1. T is J-symmetric if and only if cp(z)=A(p(z)A (i.e. ¿p coincides 
with q>), where A is an arbitrary unitary map from to C. In this case, 
[A* 0 
[o A. 
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P r o o f . If T* = JTJ for some / , then V=t/ is unitary and TV= VT. Thus by 
Lemma 1, J— T*|Q jjjj with a, P unitary, acp = <pP, a* <p = q>p*. Using these properties, 
we have 
JdWtX = t dwax — Dwxx, JDw y = T Dwjjy — dw py, 
J*d = 
a 0 
DWiX = DWifi*x, a n d J* Dw< y 
0 p 
° 1 ~ 
o p* 
Since J=J*, w e h a v e a = P * , so acp — çcx.*, a n d a.q>a. = (p. 
[A* 01 Q J T is a / -operator since {dWtX + Dw y} spans 
K. Using this / , T is symmetric. 
In the scalar case, a and P are complex numbers of modulus one. If we normalize 
<p by requiring the first nonvanishing Taylor coefficient to be positive, then a 2 = 1 and 
we have the following 
C o r o l l a r y 1. I f T i s a scalar canonical model, i.e., q>(z) is a (normalized) scalar 
function, then T is J-symmetric if and only if all the Taylor coefficients of <p are real, 
andJ—±t. 
[A* 01 0 A T" 
Let K+ and K_ be defined by 
K± = closed span {dWiX±DWtÀX\x<iCJr, |w| < 1}. 
Then K± = { f c K \ J f = ± f } . 
[A* 01 o A\d»<* = 
= (A*(z-w)~1((p(z) - <p(w))x, A (e" - w ) ' 1 A(t)x) = 
= ((z-w)-1((p(Z)-(p(w))Ax>(e"-w)-1J(t)Ax} = Dw<Ax. 
Similarly, JDw y=dw A.y, so J=±I on K±. The subspàces are clearly orthogonal 
since F£K+, Gimplies (F, G) = (JF, G) = (F, JG)=- (F, G), and by lemma 2, 
K+ © K_ spans K. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If d i m C < then K+ is finite dimensional if and only if <p(z) 
is of finite Blaschke type. The same holds for K. 
P r o o f . We note that if dim C=n, then dim Cif=n since ç and <p coincide, and 
<p(z) can be realized as an nXn matrix whose entries are scalar H°° functions. We 
say <p is of finite Blaschke type iff det (<p (z)) is a finite Blaschke product. Alternatively,. 
the structure of contractive functions of finite-dimensional spaces is described in 
great detail in [5]; in that context the terminology is self-evident. 
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If (p (z) is of finite Blaschke type, then K is finite-dimensional, and thus so are 
K+ and K_ . Conversely, suppose dim (K+)=N<°°. Since the second coordinate of 
(dWiJC+DwMx) is A(/)(— (1 — e"w)'1 cp(w)*x + e~"(\ —e~i'w)~1Ax), it fol lows tha t 
A(t)=0 a.e., so (p must be inner. (Note that this is still true if dim C=°°) For Wj, 
7 = 1 , ..., N + l distinct points in D, there exist constants as such that 
AT+L 
2 aj(dWj,x + DWjtAx) = 0. 
j=i 
Rearranging terms yields 
JV+L 
<p(z)p(z)x = q(z)x, where p(z) = 2 « / ( O - z v v / T X w , - ) * - ( z - W ; ) " 1 / ! ) ] 
j=i 
and 
<7(0 = 2 1 a J ((1 - zwj) ~1 / - (z - w,-)" > (wj) A). 
Taking determinants shows that det (cp(z)) is a rational function, so <p(z) is of finite 
Blaschke type. A similar argument holds for K_ . 
If [5, p. 212], cp(z)=B(z)D where B(z) is a diagonal matrix whose jth entry is 
bj(z), a scalar finite Blaschke product, and D is a constant unitary matrix, we can 
normalize B(z) by requiring that each component be normalized in the scalar sense. 
Recall we have B(z)=AB(z)A; it is now easy to see that if the bj(z) are distinct, 
then (A) must be a diagonal matrix with entries ± 1 on the diagonal. If some bj(z) 
coincide, then (A) can be a block diagonal matrix, with blocks corresponding to 
coinciding bj(z), and each diagonal block a /-matrix. In any case, we have S{z) = 
=B{z), so we may take J=xB in theorem 2, where xB: [BH2(C)]1 -[5/i2(C)]1. 
Clearly, 
[BH*(C)]± =®2 (bjH2)1, r B = © 2 V and K± = © 2 CK±)j-
j=i j=i j= i 
rtj+ 1" 
and dim(A:_)y=|-y-J, where rij F U H R M A N N showed [2] that dim (K+)j = ^ 
is the number of factors in bj(z), and "[ ]" denotes the greatest integer function. 
Thus, we have determined the signature of K± in this special case. In general with 
dim C < a finite Blaschke type inner function has the representation 
B(z) = EBk{z)Uk, where Bk(z) = 
k = 1 
h 0 1 
0 bk{z) l2lb«W = (zk-ak)(l-akzY 
7j and /2 are appropriate identity matrices, and Uk is a constant unitary matrix [5]. 
In this case, the signature is more difficult to determine. If dim C ~ oo} then dim (AT)= 
so either dim (K+ ) or dim (K_) (and in fact usually both) will be infinite. However, 
if cp(z) is an infinite diagonal matrix whose first entry is a finite Blaschke product 
and all of whose remaining diagonal entries are (z—A)(l — Az)_1, — 1 < / < 1, then we 
see dim (7sT+) = and dim (K_) can be finite. 
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C o r o l l a r y 3. Let <p be a contractive operator-valued function. Then T on K 
is self-adjoint if and only if 
where A is an arbitrary unitary matrix such that A(p(0) — <p(0)*A*. 
P r o o f . If T i s se l f -adjo in t , t h e n it is / - s y m m e t r i c f o r / = / . T h e coro l la ry fo l lows 
f r o m the c o m p u t a t i o n s in the p r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. N o t e t h a t cp(z) a b o v e is inner . 
W e are gra te fu l t o the referee f o r a suggest ion which simplified o u r p r o o f of 
T h e o r e m 1. 
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